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BOATSWAIN’S REPORT FOR 2012 

NFDS 2.4 fleet: 

1. The reason for having these boats is to encourage sailors and Volunteers to advance their skills in a true racing 

hull. After suggestions that NFDS should dispose of some of these boats, the Trustees decided to maintain the fleet at four 

boats. The oldest hull (Naiad) was brought back to a usable state at the beginning of 2013 but has remained on Rory’s 

drive since then as the fleet has been somewhat under-used this year. The reason for this under-utilisation is not fully 

understood but the move of the racing sessions from Wednesday to Tuesday may have contributed. That debate continues 

elsewhere. The 2.4 Challenge Ladder has also been disappointingly inactive this year. 

2. These boats are quite tender so, without previous experience, the ability to handle them safely without close 

supervision has to be demonstrated by passing a simple sailing test in an Access 303 (see NFDS Operating Guide). For 

those so authorised, use is encouraged and the Challenge Ladder is one vehicle to achieve that. If a boat is not actually 

rigged, that does not mean that it is not available - they are parked on the water for easy access so just ASK. (phone 

ahead ?) 

ACCESS boats: 

3. Our fleet continues to be worked hard and the ability to take one hull out of action during the sailing season for 

routine maintenance is seldom achieved. The programme of rolling replacement of hulls continues. 

4. The NFDS team of boat-Fettlers consists of many talented individuals but is not a closed Secret Society. So, if you 

see something that is wrong and know how to correct it, then do go ahead. If you are unsure, seek advice and/or pass the 

problem to someone who is competent. Successful operation depends on everyone making an input. Faults that cannot be 

repaired at the time must be reported to any Committee member without delay. My thanks, especially, go to the Richards 

(Buxton and Savill) who have been leading the Winter repair schedules on our hulls. 

Servo Boats: (Orville & Inspiration) 

5. These boats were used regularly in 2013. The key to this success is reliable equipment and full batteries. 

Throughout the season, the battery-charging facility in the Oppy shed has worked well but this location is now lost due to 

the rebuild programme. Spinnaker have promised an alternative site but this is not yet available. Regardless of ongoing 

charging arrangements, if you are de-rigging, please don’t leave partially discharged batteries in the boats and do ensure 

that connectors are not lying where pools of water will form. 

Safety Boat: 

6. JAFFA continues to meet NFDS needs. Analysis of the records since she joined the NFDS fleet indicate an 

average of some 350 engine hours each year, and annual fuel usage seems to be remarkably consistent. 2013 was below 

average with 263 hours, of which 42.6 hrs [16%] was non-NFDS use. Over the Winter, JAFFA has been beached and 

major refit tasks are near completion. The cockpit floor had disintegrated and has been replaced, as has the engine 

mounting plate. Other costs in 2013 have been to replace the engine control cables and obtain a new propeller which will 

relegate the old battered one to a spare. These attentions should keep us in good shape for the next five years at least. 

Breakages: 

7. Boatswain’s Annual cry: There is no ‘Spanner-Fairy’ - someone actually has to DO something ! Our boats do get 

worked hard and breakages are inevitable but PLEASE notify the Boatswain(s) or any Committee member as soon as 

anything breaks/bends/falls off, or is not doing what it should. If faults go unreported, the inevitable result is wasted time 

when someone next tries to rig that boat. Nevertheless, do apply a bit of observation and Logic before simply saying “It’s 

broken”. 



8. Some items of equipment require specific attention and again I make this reminder:- The HOISTS are man-rated 

items of Safety Equipment, subject to certificated tests. It is important to check them carefully when installing on the 

pontoon. If any defect is found, they should be quarantined and expert advice is to be summoned. We have three, so there 

should be no interruption to sailing operations. A simple checklist is posted inside the shed door. 

Hauling boats out: 

9. The task of hauling boats up the slipway should be eased this coming year by the availability of a capstan winch 

(or more correctly - a Warping Drum). This risks of using this powered device will be considerably lower than the tractor 

previously tried but it will still require thoughtful use. Once in place, a number of Volunteers will be trained in its correct 

use. 

Ongoing Areas of concern: 

10a. Access keels: To avoid personal injury, keels must always be raised and lowered by mechanical means. Doing 

this manually not only presents a real risk of but the inadvertent drop onto the keel casing has done potentially serious 

damage to some hulls. 

10b. Access Rudders: These must always be lowered with caution. The Rudder Stocks are susceptible to being split 

if the Rudder blade is allowed to drop even the last few inches. 

10c. Site Security: Shed open/ JAFFA unlocked etc. When leaving the site, please do not assume that someone else 

has locked up but physically check that NFDS assets have been left secure. 

General Seamanship: 

11. We do have a wonderful band of Volunteers and it is sometimes a quite tiring occupation at the end of a long day. 

However, I have received complaints about the state in which boats are found at the beginning of a sailing day; items 

missing, ropes and other components lying tangled in pools of water and that all takes time to rectify before the boat is 

ready for use. It only takes a few extra seconds to coil a rope and lay it neatly where is will not be disturbed until next 

needed. For those who launch the boats; one particular problem this year has been the keel-hoisting tackle. If the cordage 

is not properly stowed after lowering the keel, the lines can very easily become a rat’s nest that takes a very long time to 

resolve and that’s the last thing you want to find when trying to lift the keel at the end of a long day. If you don’t know 

how to stow this properly, please seek guidance. 

12. In consideration of others, the generally accepted rule in the Maritime world that we should all aspire to: 

Always leave a boat in a better condition than you found it 

Next Boatswain 

13. I will cease to be NFDS Boatswain at the end of 2014. Richard Savill has stepped into the arena and will be 

shadowing me this season and will formally take that post at the next AGM. 

Any questions ? 

M Spencer 
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